Lumber Carts
Froedge makes three types of standard lumber carts to meet your production needs. All of them
are built using the highest quality materials and components. Our carts are engineered to be long
lasting, effective methods to stack and move your lumber for further processing or shipment.

Model 200-M
The Model 200-M is a two piece cart with
some unique features. Each “end” has a three
wheel “tricycle” arrangement that make them
self-standing. One end has a back-plate and
a bunk, the other end has only a bunk. While
they have rigid uprights, they release the pack
easier, because there is no front to back torque
bind from connecting beams. The bunk uprights
are made with 3” x 3” tubing, and the horizontal
bunk rails are 3” x 5”. They work best when
packs are made from uniform length lumber, but
will accept random lengths as well if the bottom
layer is made from lengths sufficient to build a
base. They store exceptionally well, taking very
little floor space when not being used.

MODEL 200-M SPECIFICATIONS
Wheel Size

10” Dia. x 3” W

Wheel Material

Phenolic

Weight Capacity

15,000 lbs.

Bunk Size

42” W x 40” T

Cart Dimensions

31” L x 55” W x 52” H
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Lumber Carts
Model 100-C

The Model 100-C is a heavy-duty one-piece lumber
cart with limited pivoting uprights. The main frame is
fabricated from 4” angle iron, and the uprights from
4” channel. They are equipped with 8” x 3” casters.
When the bunk is full, the uprights can released and
moved slightly off 90°, allowing the pack to be lifted
out with no restrictions or hang ups.

MODEL 100-C SPECIFICATIONS

Model 100-H

Wheel Size

8” Dia. x 3” W

Wheel Material

Casters

Weight Capacity

8,000 lbs.

Bunk Size

42” W x 48” T

Cart Dimensions

123” L x 45” W x 64” H

The Model 100-H is a heavy-duty one-piece
lumber cart with rigid uprights. These units are
fabricated with 2” x 6” structural steel tubing
main rails, and the uprights are made with 2” x 4”
structural steel tubing. Each cart is equipped with
12” x 3” phenolic wheels. They can be ordered in
eight or ten foot lengths, or can be custom-made
to your requirements.

MODEL 100-H SPECIFICATIONS
Wheel Size

12” Dia. x 3” W

Wheel Material

Phenolic

Weight Capacity

8,000 lbs.

Bunk Size

42” W x 43” T

Cart Dimensions

96” or 120” L x 51” W x 60” H
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